RATE 320
GENERAL DEFAULT SALES SERVICE

APPLICABILITY
This Rate Schedule is applicable to any Non-Residential Customer electing service hereunder whose Annual Usage is less than 150,000 Ccf and who is ineligible for service under Rate 325 when, in the judgement of Company, its service facilities are adequate to render Gas Service to Customer without impairing the quality of Company's Gas Service to other Customers.

Gas Service rendered under this Rate Schedule shall be subject to Company's General Terms and Conditions included in this Tariff for Gas Service and Commission's Regulations.

CHARACTER OF SERVICE
This Rate Schedule applies to the provision of Sales Service.

Gas Service provided hereunder shall be metered separately and all charges shall be calculated separately from Gas Service provided under any other Rate Schedule. The delivery pressure to Customer shall be that which is available at Customer's Premises.

RATES AND CHARGES
The monthly Rates and Charges for Gas Service under this Rate Schedule shall be:

Customer Charge (regardless of usage):
Group 1: $42.80 per meter
Group 2: $46.07 per meter
Group 3: $92.13 per meter

Volumetric Charge (Applicable to Group 2 and Group 3 only):
$0.18204 per Ccf for all Billing Ccf

Riders:
The following Riders shall be applied monthly:
- Sheet No. 32 - Capital Expenditure Program Rider
- Sheet No. 37 - Gross Receipts Excise Tax Rider
- Sheet No. 39 - Uncollectible Expense Rider
- Sheet No. 40 - Percentage of Income Payment Plan Rider
- Sheet No. 41 - Exit Transition Cost Rider
- Sheet No. 42 - S.B. 287 Excise Tax Rider
- Sheet No. 44 - Standard Choice Offer Rider
- Sheet No. 45 - Distribution Replacement Rider
- Sheet No. 46 - Energy Efficiency Funding Rider
- Sheet No. 48 – Infrastructure Development Rider

Minimum Monthly Charge:
The Minimum Monthly Charge shall be the Customer Charge plus applicable Riders.

Miscellaneous Charges:
The Miscellaneous Charges set forth in Sheet No. 30, Miscellaneous Charges, shall be charged to Customer if applicable.

Customer Usage and Payment Information Release:
Usage information for the most recent twelve (12) months and payment information for the most recent twenty-four (24) months, if available, shall be provided to Customer upon request.
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Metering:
If Company determines that remote meter reading equipment is needed to monitor Customer’s usage more frequently than a monthly basis in order to ensure reasonable accuracy for Company’s forecast of the Peak Design Day Demand, Expected Demand, and corresponding Directed Delivery Quantity of the Pool containing such Customer, then Company shall install such remote meter reading equipment and provide the necessary interface with its meters. Customer shall be responsible for the installation and operating and maintenance costs of electric and telephone services, as specified by Company. The availability of the necessary electric and telephone service equipment must be present at Customer’s meter location prior to the installation of Company’s remote meter reading equipment. Failure by Customer to adequately install and maintain the necessary electric and telephone service will result in termination of its Gas Service under this Rate Schedule.